We investigate the cosmological Fisher information in the non-linear dark-matter power spectrum in the context of the halo model. We find that there is a plateau in information content on translinear scales which is generic to all cosmological parameters we tried. There is a rise in information on smaller scales, but we find that it is quite degenerate among different cosmological parameters (except, perhaps, the tilt). This suggests that the non-linear regime of the dark-matter power spectrum could be of little practical use to constrain cosmological parameters. Finally, we suggest ways to get around this problem, such as removing the largest haloes from consideration in survey analysis.
INTRODUCTION
The distribution of matter in the Universe on large scales contains a wealth of cosmological information. Even though galaxy redshift surveys provide a huge amount of data about galaxy clustering on non-linear scales, it is unclear how useful these smaller scales are cosmologically. Using N -body simulations, Rimes & Hamilton (2005, RH05; 2006, RH06) investigated the amount of cosmological information, as a function of scale, in the matter power spectrum P (k). They found that information about ln A, the initial amplitude of the linear power spectrum, is preserved in P (k) on large, linear scales, and that there is significant information on small scales, but there is little independent information on translinear scales (k ∼ 0.2 − 0.8 h −1 Mpc). Neyrinck, Szapudi & Rimes (2006, Paper I) found that in the halo model, the information about ln A in P (k) has a similar translinear plateau, which arises largely from cosmic variance in the number of the largest haloes in a given volume.
In this Letter, we extend the analysis of Paper I, looking at how well P (k) can constrain multiple cosmological parameters simultaneously.
METHOD
The Fisher information matrix F αβ about parameters α and β given a set of data is defined (e.g. Fisher 1935; Tegmark, Taylor & Heavens 1997) as the ensemble average of the concavity of the natural logarithm of the likelihood function L at its maximum,
∂α ∂β max (L) .
In this Letter, we investigate the (hereafter, implicitly non-linear, dark-matter) power spectrum Pi = P (ki) (actually, ln Pi), measured in bins of wavenumber ki. The cumulative Fisher information over a range of bin indices i ∈ R is
wherePi denotes an estimate of Pi. To simplify this, we approximate the expectation value of the data Fisher matrix as C −1 , the inverse of the data covariance matrix Cij ≡ ∆Pi∆Pj . This approximation is good if estimatesPi have Gaussian distributions about their means, which seems to be adequately so for measurements of the dark-matter power spectrum (RH06). We denote the data covariance matrix as C (with Fisher matrix C −1 ), but denote the parameter Fisher matrix as F (with covariance matrix F −1 ). Equation (2) becomes
where CR is the square submatrix of C with both indices ranging over R.
The definition in Eqn. (3) is equivalent to the one used in RH06, except that it bypasses the step of explicit upperCholesky decorrelation. However, Eqn. (3) differs from the definition used in RH05 and Paper I, for which only the derivative terms on the diagonal were used. This previous definition can be written
where C i is the upper-left square submatrix of C with indices only through i. Figure 1 shows the difference this makes in the cumulative information in ln A, using the same cosmology as in Paper I. The difference is small; the only qualitative difference the new information definition makes in IA( k) as computed from the halo model is the removal of the bump at k ≈ 3 h Mpc −1 . However, the difference can be larger for parameters with derivative terms farther from unity than ln A. We also show the measurements from simulations (RH06), calculated using Eqn. (3).
Covariance matrix construction
We use the same procedure for the matter power spectrum covariance matrix as in Paper I. The covariance of the power spectrum in a survey of volume V is the sum of a Gaussian term, which depends on the square of the power spectrum itself, and a term involving the (hereafter, implicitly nonlinear) trispectrum (Hamilton, Rimes & Scoccimarro 2006; Scoccimarro, Zaldarriaga & Hui 1999, SZH) ;
where Vs,i is the volume of shell i in Fourier space (proportional to k 3 i for logarithmically spaced bins), and Tij is the trispectrum averaged over shells i and j;
We use the halo-model formalism (Cooray & Sheth 2002) to get the non-linear matter power spectrum and trispectrum. In the halo model, the universe is assumed to consist of virialized haloes distributed according to leadingorder perturbation theory (the first-order, linear, power spectrum, the second-order bispectrum, and the third-order trispectrum). In the halo model, the power spectrum is the sum of one-and two-halo terms, and the trispectrum is the sum of one-, two-, three-, and four-halo terms (Cooray 2001; Cooray & Hu 2001, CH) . For example, the power spectrum is
where M β µ are integrals over the halo mass function;
Here,ρ is the mean matter density, m is the halo mass, c is the halo concentration in the NFW profile (Navarro, Frenk & White 1996) , b β (m) is the β-order halo bias (Mo, Jing & White 1997; Scoccimarro et al. 2001) , and u(k, m, c) is the halo profile in Fourier space, normalized to unity at k = 0. In Eqn. (8), we assume that the power spectrum P hh of a set of haloes is a uniformly biased linear power spectrum P lin , even though this is unlikely to be exactly true (Smith, Scoccimarro & Sheth 2006, SSS) .
For the covariance matrix, we use use the same halo-model inputs as did CH, except that we use a Sheth & Tormen (1999) halo mass function. The baseline cosmology is a flat concordance model, specifically that found recently by the WMAP team (Spergel et al. 2006) , except that n = 1, i.e. (Ωmh 2 = 0.127, Ω b h 2 = 0.0223, n = 1, σ8 = 0.74). For the input linear power spectrum, we use the camb 1 code.
Parameter derivatives
The other major ingredients in our analysis are the derivatives of Pi with respect to parameters of interest. In Paper I, we varied ln A by small amounts, and thus calculated ∂ ln Pi/∂ ln A numerically. In this Letter, we do the same with the parameters (ln A, n, ln h, ln f b , Ωmh 2 ). Here, A and n are the scalar amplitude and 'tilt' of the power spectrum, using the default camb pivot point, at 0.05 Mpc −1 . The parameterized Hubble constant h = H0/(100 km sec −1 Mpc −1 ), and f b is the baryon fraction Ω b /Ωm, where Ω b is the baryon density, and Ωm is the sum of Ω b and the dark-matter density, ΩCDM. We assume a flat Universe throughout.
Because the results are quite sensitive to the parameter derivatives, we tried two different methods to calculate them: using our halo model code; and, using the halofit (implemented in camb) fitting formula developed by Smith et al. (2003) . Each method has a theoretical advantage: using our code would be self-consistent, but halofit has been extensively tested against N -body simulations. We expected the results to be similar, though, since halofit was developed in the spirit of halo models, having both quasi-linear and self-halo terms.
Figure 2 is a comparison of the derivative terms from the two methods. While they give similar results on linear scales, there are qualitative differences on non-linear scales. In general, halofit predicts greater derivative terms than our code. We also show ∂ ln P (k)/∂ ln A as measured from 400 128-particle PM N -body simulations of box size 256 h Mpc −1 run by RH05 (using a slightly different cosmology). Although both methods are roughly consistent with the simulation measurement, the continued decrease on smaller scales which occurs in our code is somewhat more plausible than the upturn seen with halofit. The methods differ most dramatically for ln h; our halo model code predicts a tiny variation with ln h on small scales, while halofit predicts a variation comparable to other cosmological parameters.
The two models give different predictions on small scales because of different ways the one-halo terms P 1h (dominant on small scales) are defined. In the halo model, P 1h changes only with the abundances and concentrations of haloes of different masses; these depend on the variance in the linear density field smoothed with a top-hat filter of radius r, σ 2 (r). Keeping all of our other parameters fixed, changing h merely shifts P lin (k) horizontally and vertically. For this cosmological model, the shift is such that P lin (k) does not change if the local slope d ln P lin (k)/d ln k reaches a value ≈ −2. This happens at small scales, so σ 2 (r) does not change appreciably for small r. Thus, the abundance and concentration of small haloes varies only slightly, and P 1h hardly changes with ln h on small scales. On the other hand, the halofit self-halo term does vary with ln h, since it explicitly depends on the also-changing Ωm (Smith et al. 2003 , Appendix C).
RESULTS
Henceforth, we show not the information, but more familiar one-sigma error-bar half-widths. The parameter Fisher matrix F αβ gives predictions of error bars and error ellipsoids, assuming that the likelihood functions are Gaussian. This assumption probably does not precisely hold, but is adequate to look for trends, as we are doing.
Holding all other parameters fixed, the variance in a parameter α is 1/Fαα, while the variance marginalized over other parameters is (F −1 )αα, where F is the Fisher matrix including α and the other parameters. We also quantify the correlation between parameters with the cross-correlation coefficient
ββ , including only α and β in F. What we plot is square root of the variance. Figure 3a shows marginalized and unmarginalized error bars on our chosen parameters. We use a survey volume of 256 h −1 Mpc. On the x-axis of each plot is the highest wavenumber used in the parameter analysis; the lowest wavenumber is kept fixed at 0.02 h Mpc −1 ≈ 2π/(256 h −1 Mpc). Diagonal plots show error-bar half-widths, both unmarginalized, 1/ √ Fαα (black), and marginalized over all four other parameters, (F −1 )αα (green). The solid and dashed curves use the halo-model and halofit derivative terms, respectively. For example, the information about ln A as plotted in Fig. (1) appears (to the −1/2 power) in the solid black curve in the upper-left plot.
Off-diagonal plots show error bars in pairs of parameters, using derivative terms from the halo model. The dotted blue and dashed red curves show the error in each parameter marginalized over the other. The solid black curve is a measure of the combined error in the two parameters, 1/ √ det F (including only the relevant pair of parameters in F). The short plots under the off-diagonal plots show the correlation coefficient R αβ , defined above. If R αβ ≈ ±1, then the error ellipse is squashed along the line y = ±x; if R αβ = 0, then the ellipse is circular.
The main conclusions of this Letter come from Fig. 3a . The cumulative information in a parameter varied alone generally has the characteristics found in RH05 and Paper I: there is a plateau on translinear scales, followed by a rise on fully non-linear scales. (This rise appears as a fall in Fig. 3a , which shows the information to the power −1/2.) However, this small-scale rise is quite degenerate among parameters. The green curves on the diagonal display this clearly; with the possible exception of the tilt, the marginalized cumulative information levels off dramatically in the translinear regime, and never significantly increases as smaller scales are included in the analysis. For the tilt, a smaller-scale rise in information occurs if using derivatives from the halo-model, but not from halofit. It would make sense that a long One-sigma error-bar half-widths on various cosmological parameters as a function of the highest wavelength considered in the analysis, kmax. The lowest wavelength is held constant at 0.02 h Mpc −1 , and a volume of (256 h −1 Mpc) 3 is used. Plots along the diagonal show error-bar half-widths in single parameters, both unmarginalized (black) and marginalized over all four other parameters (green). For the solid curves, we use our own halo model for parameter derivatives; for the dashed, we used halofit. Off-diagonal plots show the dependence of kmax on error ellipses of pairs of parameters. The dotted and dashed curves show the half-width of the error ellipse projected onto one parameter, i.e. marginalized over the other parameter. The solid black curves show the average radius of the error ellipse, 1/ √ det F, where F is the Fisher matrix of the pair of parameters shown. The short plots under off-diagonal plots show the correlation coefficient R αβ between the two parameters (see text). (B, Lower-left). Unmarginalized one-sigma error-bar half-widths in various cosmological parameters, holding the dynamic range of scales used constant, at a factor of 10. The volume of the box changes with k min = kmax/10; we imagine measuring the power spectrum in a box of volume (2π/k min ) 3 . lever arm should especially help to constrain the tilt, but the discrepancy between the two methods casts some doubt on hopes of measuring the tilt using the matter power spectrum on small scales.
Why is the small-scale rise in information so degenerate among parameters? As discussed above, P 1h is entirely determined by the abundances and concentrations of haloes, which depend on integrals (over top-hat window functions) of the linear power spectrum. Altering any single parameter will indeed change these integrals, but this change will generally be close to a monolithic shift up or down in P 1h . Thus, changing any parameter will have a similar effect on the small-scale power spectrum.
Our previous plots have shown the cumulative information up to a wavenumber kmax. In Fig. 3b , we show error-bar half-widths using more practical ranges of k. We imagine a box of varying size b, and in which P (k) can be measured from the minimum accessible wavenumber, kmin = 2π/b, to 10kmin. The volume of the survey thus changes, but the range of scales measured does not. In this plot, the translinear plateau takes the form of a ramp upward at 0.3 h Mpc −1 < kmin < 2 h Mpc −1 (kmax is in the translinear regime here).
Looking in rural areas of the Universe
In Paper I, we argued that the translinear information plateau in P (k) is caused by cosmic variance in the number of the largest haloes in a given volume, since on translinear scales, large haloes dominate P (k). A potential way around this problem is to model the contribution of the largest haloes to the power spectrum. Another way could be to remove the 'noise' of the largest haloes from the analysis. A similar effect could be achieved by looking at the power spectrum at high redshift. Even beyond the cosmicvariance argument, it is plausible that cosmological information is especially obscured in large haloes, in advanced stages of non-linear collapse. This is not a new idea; for example, much cosmological information seems to lie in the low-overdensity Lyman-alpha forest (e.g. Croft et al. 2002; Gnedin & Hamilton 2002) .
To investigate the potential of looking at regions with only small haloes, we truncated the halo-model integrals over the halo mass function at various upper mass cut-offs. We used only the dominant 1h and 2h terms in the trispectrum to keep the order of perturbation theory consistent in our calculation. Removing the largest haloes from the mass spectrum exposes P 2h (essentially, P hh ) on translinear scales. P hh is rather poorly known on non-linear scales (SSS), but we assume it is uniformly biased relative to P lin . As SZH state, it is inconsistent to use the first-order, linear power spectrum for the Gaussian piece of the covariance, but the third-order trispectrum for the non-Gaussian piece. Thus, we do not use the 3-halo term, which involves the second-order bispectrum, and the 4-halo term, which involves the third-order trispectrum. For previous figures, we used all terms of the halo-model trispectrum, implicitly assuming that if the whole mass function is used, the full halo model adequately fixes inaccuracies in both the perturbation theory power spectrum and trispectrum. Figure 4 shows that cutting out the largest haloes from the mass function for all quantities indeed shifts the information plateau to smaller scales, giving tighter error bars. As before, we use a survey volume of (256 h −1 Mpc) 3 . We also show the results if all terms are included in the trispectrum and no mass cut-off is made; although there is a quantitative difference at the translinear plateau of less than a factor of two, there is no qualitative difference.
There are many practical problems which would make it difficult to constrain cosmological parameters by removing large haloes from the analysis. Halo masses are difficult to measure, and measuring all halo masses in a survey seems nearly impossible. But perhaps something as simple as the number of galaxies in a halo is well-enough correlated with halo mass to make a dent in the translinear plateau. Other problems could include inadequate knowledge of halo power spectra on non-linear scales, and the effects on a survey mask from excising haloes. Still, the information gains with mass cut-offs are dramatic enough that it seems to be worth exploring how to get around these issues.
CONCLUSION
In the context of the halo model, we find that the matter power spectrum is rather disappointing for cosmological parameter estimation on scales smaller than linear. On translinear scales (k ∼ 1 − 10 h Mpc −1 ), there is a high degree of intrinsic (co)variance in the matter power spectrum caused by cosmic-variance fluctuations in the number Figure 4 . The effect of introducing a mass cut-off in the halo mass function on error-bar half-widths on ln A. The information in the power spectrum of matter in low-mass haloes is potentially greater than in the full matter distribution. For the solid curves, only the dominant one-and two-halo terms of the halo-model trispectrum are included; for the dashed curve, the full trispectrum is used, including the three-and four-halo terms.
of large haloes, which suppress the information in any parameter of current interest on those scales. There is information on even smaller scales if each parameter is varied alone, but we find that this information is quite degenerate among various cosmological parameters. This is because changing any parameter affects the small-scale matter power spectrum in a similar way, close to a uniform shift up or down in the one-halo term. There could be more independent information in the tilt on small scales, but one method we used (involving halofit) to calculate the non-linear power spectrum predicts that the information in the tilt is also somewhat degenerate.
Our results do not mean that practically useful cosmological information is scant below linear scales in any largescale structure statistic, but only in the full matter power spectrum. For example, we show that in the halo model, the power spectrum of matter outside of large haloes has an information plateau on smaller scales than does the full matter power spectrum, allowing tighter constraints on cosmological parameters. There are practical problems with this specific approach, but it raises hopes that there are ways to circumvent the covariance and degeneracies among cosmological parameters which haloes introduce on non-linear scales. In addition, the smallest scales of the galaxy power spectrum necessarily contain information about galaxy formation. Despite our gloomy main conclusion, we remain confident that worthwhile information exists on non-linear scales in the spatial distribution of certain sets of galaxies, matter, or even haloes themselves. and ATP NAG5-12101, and NSF grants AST-0206243, AST-0434413 and ITR 1120201-128440. 
